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New LM Seguin 55

hirty-two years ago we started development on what
would become our Seguin 44 line of ocean cruisers
simply because a group of us were having dinner after the
Annapolis Boat Show and began lamenting that there were
no boats in the show of interest. Thirty-two years later, a little
older and a lot smarter, we are again having that same
discussion and again have decided it’s time to act. This time
it’s bigger and better, incorporating significant advancements
in materials, systems engineering, construction techniques,
and performance objectives.
Consequently, we are introducing the new Seguin 55 line
of ocean cruisers with aft-cockpit, center-cockpit, and pilothouse models. When developing this new Seguin line we
relied on the project team’s collective knowledge from
hundreds of thousands of miles of sailing—never mind
countless nights in the cockpit with sailors of all stripes. The
fundamental market focus question was: What will it take to
get young and old sailors back on the water? And we now
believe that “lean and mean” ocean going thoroughbreds
will motivate them to again embrace the joy of cruising and
exploration that’s been missing in their lives. Maybe Steve
Pettingill, around-the-world sailor, said it best: “An adventure
a day or you are just taking up space.”
Heidi, Drew, Chuck Paine, Ed Joy, and myself, along with
our eclectic group of sailing friends, have put together this
new boat given our many miles, and many years, cruising
every ocean of the world. This new Seguin 55, as was the
original Seguin 44 in her day, is a semi-custom modern
version suited for today’s owner. She is a no-nonsense boat
that incorporates the latest engineering and technological
advances, delivers performance that was unheard of just five
years ago, excels with sea kindliness, and is designed for
simplicity and drop dead aesthetics. We also realized that
economics will play a big part in its market success. So, by
focusing on what is important to cruising we are able to contain costs using state-of-the-art financial modeling software,
building and assembling complete components on the shop
floor and not in the boat, using CNC machines to cut hours
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from changes, amortizing mold costs over multiple units, and
predetermining fixtures and equipment to simplify the building process and decisions for the owner.
Sailing Ability. The design will average close to 200 miles
per day with the sea kindliness needed for the average
cruiser. With a fully battened main, slab reefing, roller furling
staysail and jib, she is easily sailed shorthanded keeping the
crew rested. Electric winches for the halyards and reefing
lines, well-planned ergonomics, and comfort all contribute
to the reason we like to go to sea.
Aesthetics. If a boat looks good it feels good, and if it looks
right it is right. Exterior aesthetics should always be a priority.
When the priority is the interior, owners rarely bond to the
boat or the voyage. There was a day when the last thing our
customers wanted to do was sell their boat because of being
so emotionally attached.
Practicality. Simplicity is the key word cruisers understand
all too well. It reduces boatyard time, stress, and ensures real
vacation time and escape. Experienced cruisers know that
sail selection, deck layout, cockpit ergonomics, galley
design, and keeping “gadgets” to a minimum are important
to get right. As builders and cruisers, we are constantly
questioning what will reduce maintenance, boatyard time,
and make the adventure the priority.
Fit and Finish. Using Herreshoff styling with painted bulkheads and elegant varnished trim, we have created a light
and airy feeling which accentuates the woodwork. Each interior finish is by owner’s choice but a well thought out interior layout offers function and cost savings. When cooking
at sea for a group in a small galley, efficiency is at a premium.
The galley has all items within easy reach and in open storage instead of behind closed doors. If well secured you can
plan on using good china for more elegant meals.
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Getting the Priorities Right
Reducing the stress of voyaging is accomplished by using sound seagoing
principals with little compromise. Making all on board comfortable mentally and physically is all important. Compromising those values to produce a floating condo is a "non starter". So we have come up with this
list of priorities owners should consider when thinking about semi-custom building.
• Sea Kindly Design. Wants to sail fast, comfortably, and upright. Sailing
is exciting, fun, and a means to getting your “home on the water”
where you want to be.
• Simplicity. Joiner work, electronics, mechanical, rigging, which allows
a special boat to be built for a reasonable price including an interior
fit and finish an owner requires.
• Dinghy. This is an essential piece of equipment and should have
storage planned from the beginning—like a car in the garage of your
house. It must be a good seagoing solution that will not be a problem
in inclement weather. Consider inflatables with blow-up floors so the
dinghy can be stowed below deck while offshore or when leaving the
boat for a period of time.
• Anchor. A proper anchor windlass, preferably horizontal, with minimum 2 ft. drop in the anchor locker for trouble free anchoring. Two
anchor rollers for quick deployment of a second anchor. The anchoring
system is what allows you to sleep at night—this is a priority over most
other considerations.
• Deck Layout. Functional deck layout for shorthanded sailing. Most
halyards and all reefing lines lead back to the cockpit.
• Sea Berths. These are essential for a fun offshore passage. Preferably
bunks, both port and starboard, with proper lee cloths for security.
Master cabins are often forward (the best place) and not used offshore.
Sea berths are designed to keep you in place and large double bunks
are designed for room and ease of movement (i.e. two different
purposes). Bunks under the cockpit are often noisy when sailing.
• Navigation Station. A tight functional “nav” station to be used in the
roughest of weather—the ability to sleep sitting up is a real plus.

• Weight. The right weight reasonable for sea kindliness.
• Open Space. Visually open space below makes all the difference in
livability, but functionally requires lots of handholds and furniture to
lean against. You must feel safe in rough weather to get rest. The interior
has to be designed for living comfortably and feeling safe and secure
while underway. A galley with good stowage, efficient operation, and
open to light is a priority.
• Tankage. A 300 USG water, 200 USG fuel, 100 USG waste for a 55’
boat. Reduce reliance on a water maker—saltwater foot pumps in the
galley and heads will save on fresh water usage.
• Cockpit. A well designed sea going cockpit is usually a compromise
between sea going and comfort and will have good ergonomics to
handle lines, winches, and movement, as well as space and comfort
for socializing. The traveler should be forward of the cockpit for safety
and ease of handling. For those who prioritize sailing, the aft cockpit
is the answer, while the center cockpit allows for a large aft cabin and
a wetter cockpit.
• Sail Storage. A good sail locker forward with a large hatch for sails and
lines.
• Dodger. Can be a choice between aesthetics: practical, hard or soft.
Tropical weather advantages go to the soft-dodger, but a hard-dodger
is a better choice in high latitudes.
• Mast. Consider an aluminum mast vs. carbon for more flexibility,
lightning protection, longevity, and economy.
• Quiet Below. Holds true unless at anchorage with three other couples
and rum is involved.
• Construction. Materials should be selected that are economical
without sacrificing strength and aesthetics or classic styling. Strive for
simple but elegant wood details and support cored bulkheads with
astute use of joinery for lightness and simplicity.
• Swim Platform. A stern swim platform is a must for swimming and
re-boarding in an emergency.

LM SEGUIN 55 Aft-Cockpit
Ocean Cruiser
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K
L
1) Stern platform for easy access and swimming.
2) Sea berth.
3) Guest cabin.
4) Counter space.
5) Comfortable work space.
6) Freezer under sole floor.
7) Full gimble.

15

J

8) Top loading easy reach, no condensation.
9) Plenty of storage.
10) Sea berths.
11) Teak & holly plywood sole for no movement.
12) Herreshoff styling w/mahogany details.

13

14

13) Double berth w/easy access.

I

14) Ceiling strips.
15) Sail locker.
16) Nav station comfortable in all weather.

12

17) Perkins/90 center placement.
18) Galley open to salon.

11

19) Crew quarters.

M
PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS

H

L.O.A. - 54’ 5” (16.6m)

10

10

10

L.W.L. - 46’ 11” (14.3m)

N

Beam - 15’ 3.5” (4.7m)
Draft (deep) - 7’ 6” (2.3m)
Draft (shoal) - 6’ 6” (2.0m)
Displ - 44,900 lbs (20,400 kg)

8

G

16

9

O

17
7

5

4

6

A) Dedicated main sheet winch.
B) Table for cruising and bracing.
C) Easy removal wheel when anchored.

18

D) Proper autopilot installed.
E) Chart plotter.

3

F

F) Good offshore companionway.

E

G) Dinghy storage planned.

P

P

H) Sail controls lead to cockpit for

Q

short-handed ease.
I) Double opening hatches.

19

2

J) Large 31 x 31 sail locker.
K) Code zero attachment.

B

A

L) Rollers for 2 anchors.
M) Inbound/outbound leads for proper sail trim.
N) Good light.

1

O) Dorade boxes a la Rod Stephens.
P) Electric winch.

D

C
S
R

Q) Sensible cockpit for comfort and safety.
R) Rear cockpit for proper sailing.
S) Single helm for simplicity, less drag.

LM SEGUIN 55
Interior Plan
4

LM SEGUIN 55
Deck Plan
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LM Seguin 55/Center Cockpit
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LM Seguin 55/Pilothouse
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ver the years Lyman-Morse has been building incredible high performing custom power
boats designed by leading boat designers. During this time we have worked closely with
Peter Boyce of the Hunt design team to build 16 very successful boats. As a result we have
selected the best features from this fleet and fine tuned the flybridge and express hardtop models
as the basis for our LM Monhegan 42 power boat line. The Monhegan 42 is a semi-custom build
opportunity for owners demanding exceptional styling, a proven high-performing hull, power
options, and interior layout options, in combination with our pre-engineered
mechanical and electronics system standards, which result in a state-of-the-art boat that is
absolutely one of a kind and reliable.

O

Mainestay, 42' Hunt design launched in 1998

Monhegan 42/FB

Monhegan 42 now under construction

Performance characteristics of these two
models are superb. It feels like you’re driving
a luxury sports car in open water and race car
when maneuvering. Tremendous fun, safe,
comfortable, and elegance, all add up to a the
perfect semi-custom boat choice
and value in this size range.

Practicality. The Monhegan 42 we are
presently building for Spring launch was specifically designed and engineered for Penobscot
Bay cruising with Hamilton Jet Drives to avoid
the rocks and more importantly its three
million lobster pots. This Flybridge
model will be simple but funcL.O.A. - 42’-0”
tional, as will be the interior,
L.W.L. - 35’-6”
which has been closely detailed
Beam - 13’-0”
by its owners. The electrical and
Draft - 2’ 5”
plumbing systems are practical
Depl. - 22,000 lbs.
with owner operation being a high
Cruising Spd - 30-32 KTS
priority. Monhegan 42s being
Fuel - 440 USG
built for other waters would use
Potable Water - 115 USG
standard drive systems with shafts,
Black Water - 46 USG
struts and props and be more
Gray Water - 46 USG
traditional and economical.

Rough water confidence. With
the famous Hunt Deep V bottom
and twin engines, this will be an all
weather boat capable of handling
any seas and be highly maneuverable. Projected cruising speed
exceeds thirty knots with two C-9
Caterpillars. The boat is light with
cored bulkheads and cored joinery
work providing good fuel economy. The Monhegan 42 is built
using our advanced SCRIMP infusion process
and the hull is E-glass infused with vinylester
resin.
Aesthetics. Peter Boyce and the Hunt Design
Group are well known for their “trademark”
look and styling. We believe this no nonsense
styling tells the world what this boat can do.

Fit and Finish. The standard interiors are a combination of paint and varnished
mahogany which give a traditional feeling of
space and light. With the Monhegan 42s wide
array of owner customization choices, it will
truly reflect the owner’s personal style and be
a proven performer.
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KIWI SPIRIT

The Great Lyman-Morse KIWI SPIRIT project team

Meet the future LM Farr 63 ocean cruiser!
IWI SPIRIT has become
the prototype for the new
Lyman-Morse Farr 63 ocean
cruiser. The build challenges
for this Farr Yacht Design
beauty, coupled with the
performance objectives of its
captain and owner Stanley
Paris, pushed us to engineer a
modular interior package that
proved to be highly efficient
and economical. We were
excited about what had been
accomplished from a builder’s
perspective and strong performance when sea trialed,
and soon realized we just

K

might have found the boatbuilders holy grail: Fast. Comfortable. Economical.
Building KIWI SPIRIT
was challenging, but in the
end provided a number of
production planning and
engineering breakthroughs
that will apply to future
projects.
For example:
• Trial the boat with interior
installed and test the boat in
the Caribbean and round
trip passage from Maine.

PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS
L.O.A. - 63’ 8” (19.4m)
L.W.L. - 57’5” (17.5m)
Beam - 17’ 9” (5.4m)
Draft (up) - 8’ 7” (2.62m)
Draft (down) - 14’9” (4.5m)
Displ - 31,750 lbs (14,400 kg)

• Remove the interior and
engines, as well any other
weight possible, and then
sail nonstop around the
world singlehanded as the
oldest captain, in the greenest and fastest yacht, and
beat Dodge Morgan's 156
day record.
• Reinstall and finish the interior to convert KIWI SPIRIT
into a luxurious cruiser with
all the amenities.

L to R:
Bruce Farr, Farr Yacht Design
Stanley Paris, Captain/Owner
Cabot Lyman, Builder
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What does this LM Farr 63
ocean cruiser offer?
Sailing Ability. KIWI SPIRIT is
an exciting Bruce Farr design
with breakaway speed. Easily
managing a 10 knot average
for 230-240 mile days. She
has been designed for ease
of handling with all lines
leading to the cockpit, two
rudders, roller furling staysail
and Jib, and ergonomic cockpit allowing either electric
winches or coffee grinder.
Aesthetics. A modern look
that screams this is a no
nonsense offshore sailor. With
a custom paint scheme the
owner makes the statement
that this is a special boat. The
hard dodger was meticulously designed for aesthetics
and comfort in the high
latitudes or sunny tropics.
The foredeck is clean and
designed for sail handling.
The cockpit invites good
times while anchored and
showcases the ergonomics

and functionality a serious
sailor demands. KIWI SPIRIT
is not a wolf in sheep's clothing, but instead a boat that
looks fast and competent
even while at anchor.
Practicality. Sensible and
simple systems. While each
owner has many options,
the design goal is to keep
everything efficient and
simple allowing the owner to
concentrate on sailing fast
passages without worrying
about fixing things.
Fit and Finish. KIWI SPIRIT
is finished with a nicely
veneered carbon interior.
The requirement for a removable interior for the around
the world challenge now
allows us to fit out each
additional Farr 63 according
to an owners need and
preferences, e.g. a light simply finished interior or a more
complex styling of a high-end
cruiser.
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KIWI SPIRIT hits 27.3 knots
on the way to Antigua
nder the dodger, thirty knots apparent blowing, the staysail and a double reefed main set for a close reach, and
I am content reading a book in my T shirt and shorts.
I look below into a main cabin drenched under the glow
of the red lights. The sailing instruments over the companionway glow a faded red and with the chartplotter’s dim white
light the only interruption to the gentleness of the night. We
are slicing our way to Antigua testing everything and pushing
the limits. This truely exceptional hi-tech Farr design,
combined with our proven state-of-the-art systems and fit and
finish make this a very comfortable and very fast cruiser—a
machine that will take Stanley non-stop around the world
singlehanded.
The water temperature has risen steadily as we moved
south from Bermuda and is now probably about 80. The cockpit behind me is vast with the noise of the water sliding off the
wide stern as we vary between nine and eleven knots. There
is no wake, but the flat water behind the boat is broad and
peeling off like we were a train settled on rails of steel heading
on an incredibly steady course.
She has hit some milestones between Maine, Newport,
Bermuda, and Antigua during almost 1800 miles of sail
trials. Not the way I would like to do it, but she has come out
of the box performing well. With an occasional slam of the
bow, the boat is telling us to add some sail to steady her down
and drive into the wave instead of up and over. We have
determined that the roller furling is not working as it should
or needs to, so changing gears easily is not an option. The boat
hit 27.3 knots with the A2 up in thirty plus knots on the way
to Bermuda, but we are only going to see a high of 14 with
the wind before the beam and a much more conservative crew
(primarily me) than the crack crew who sailed to Bermuda.
Where are the noises I expected? My experience with
carbon composite construction has conditioned me to expect
noise, but this boat is really quiet. Totally unexpected. The
huge main was great in light winds as we silently sailed 4 to 5
knots most of the day with just a few ripples on the water. We
transfered the water ballast to leeward to help keep the fully
battened main from slapping, but now we are on a roll, the
water ballast is transferred, and we kick into overdrive as we
make some more serious miles (10 plus) at a reasonable
10-15 degrees of heel. The keel is making no noise except for
occasionally capturing air into the trunk as we fly off a wave.
It nestles into its stops with no banging, an excellent and simple design. We are drawing 14 feet with the keel down, but
will retract it when approaching the anchorages for an 8’ draft.
We arrive in Antigua with the trades blowing hard, but
Stanley, the owner/captain, makes “going stern to” look easy
with the bow thruster and twin rudders.
For me, the mark of a good trip is fast sailing combined
with how many books I read. I managed two and a half and
with the French flare of Fred’s cooking, this was indeed a good
trip.

U

Stanley getting the feel...

KIWI SPIRIT sea trial Penobscot Bay, Maine

Heidi Lyman does the honors
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SpeedDream
SpeedDream 65 ft. concept illustrations.

t started, as so often happens, as a
good idea sketched on the back of an
envelope. Today SpeedDream is a reality
thanks to the perseverance of company
founders Vlad Murnikov and Brian Hancock, and more importantly, thanks to
the terrific team at Lyman-Morse. When
Vlad and Brian showed up at the Maine
offices in early January they carried a set
of plans for a revolutionary new boat,
and an enthusiastic spirit that was contagious. Their idea was to build a scaled
prototype of what they hope will one day
become a record setting superyacht.
The plans laid on the table looked like nothing
the seasoned boatbuilders at Lyman-Morse had ever
seen. A slender carbon fiber hull carried a massive
sailplan and a keel that canted a full 80 degrees.
“Heel the boat more than 10 degrees and the keel
comes right out of the water,” Vlad explained. And

I

creased so did the boat speed and
then the most amazing thing happened. A puff hit, the boat heeled,
the crew hit the button that activates
the canting mechanism and the keel
flew just like on the original sketch
on the back of the envelope.
“I have never seen such a thing
in all my years being around boats,”
A concept destined to revolutionize the way
Drew Lyman said. “SpeedDream is
we view boats and their relationship with speed.
truly revolutionary and LymanMorse is proud to be a part of the
future of sailing.” In addition to the
indeed it did. By early Fall the boat was ready for boat being a prototype for a larger 65’ record setter,
launching and on a cold, dreary Maine morning the the SpeedDream team are launching a new One
prototype was towed to Broad Cove for it’s maiden Design class with the SpeedDream prototype as the
sail. Unfortunately there was no wind and the crew standard bearer for a new generation of super fast,
sat wet and hopeful while a chilly rain fell. Then the super fun sailboats. Lyman-Morse will be building
water darkened with a slight gust. SpeedDream the fleet.
started to move, slowly at first, but as the wind in-

The SpeedDream™ design concept has been developed by Vlad Murnikov and incorporates
a number of breakthrough function and style characteristics:
n Delta-shaped hull, almost triangular
in plan view, with a very narrow,
wave-piercing bow to reduce resistance and improve seaworthiness.

n The resulting stability is far
superior to all current keel
boats while requiring only
fraction of the ballast, thereby
significantly reducing the total
boat displacement.

n Maximum stability and sail carrying
capacity due to the innovative
Ultimate Canting Keel™ with a
bulb that comes out of water to
provide the highest possible righting
moment while completely eliminating drag.
n Telescoping keel that retracts to
reduce draft while in harbor and
extends while sailing to maximize
Righting Moment.

n The innovative and practical
deck layout and superstructure
styling that keeps crew safe
and deck free of excess water
even at high speed.
The Team: Vlad Murnikov,

n Stabilizing foils to further improve stability and reduce drag by partially
offsetting boat weight. Similar to the DSS foils pioneered by Hugh
Welbourn, SpeedDream wings are used in combination with canting
keel and, in addition to lift, provide lateral resistance.
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dreamer and achiever, “Innovation
Routed in Tradition” • Brian
Hancock, author, adventurer,
inspirer, the three words that sum up Brian’s success • Cam Lewis, one of the
world’s most celebrated extreme sailors • Rodger Martin, consulting designer
with many famous projects from his drawing board • Cabot Lyman, LymanMorse Boatbuilding and multi-time long distance circumnavigator.

Lyman-Morse built SpeedDream 27 ft. prototype sea trials Penobscot Bay Maine.
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Lyman-Morse Service Yard Maine, USA
Our service yard business continues to grow with many interesting refit projects and commissionings for
owners hailing from the Caribbean, Nantucket, Florida, New England and Maine.
Sampling of recent projects:
DRAGONERA – 74’ Joel White designed ketch. Owner who built her wanted HALCYON X – One of the finest if not the finest Grand Banks. HALCYON X
to change the cockpit arrangement to make sail handling easier and the cock- returns for another winter of customizing and personalizing an impressive
pit more comfortable for his guests. Project involved
motor yacht. Updated helm stations, refurbished
metal fabrication, wood work, and paint. Main sheet
decks, detailed engine room, properly bedded winwinch removed from pilothouse top and the sheet is
dows, and a multitude of other details this discerning
rerouted to a winch aft on the cockpit coaming.
yachtsmen desires and expects.
Moved both primary and secondary winches further
aft on the cockpit coaming so line handling now
SEADUCED – Discovery 57. One of the first Discovhappens out from underfoot of the guests. Removed
ery 57s and one of the few on the east coast of the
ill-fitting engine room louvers and replaced with teak
USA, the owners entrusted SEADUCED with LM
louvers. Replaced surface mounted lazarette hatches
while they were off for time with family. These
with flush teak hatches. This change both improved
experienced British sailors brought their pride & joy
the aesthetics and eliminated the “toe stubbers”
to LM for some service time after their Atlantic
proud hatches so often present. Removed the nearly
crossing and the winter season in the West Indies.
SERVICE AND STORAGE
18 years of accumulated bottom paint by soda blastSEADUCED participated in the Coal Pot Regatta LM
ing and applied interprotect, primer and paint. She
sponsors with our friends at Antigua Rigging. Work
Isolating the ingredients that make
a good service yard.
left with a smooth bottom, improved sail handling,
here included swapping out fittings in the seawater
less clutter on deck.
manifolds, addressing leaks, sorting out some elec• Skills: An experienced and skilled work force
tronics and upgrading the entertainment system.
to handle the myriad of issues.
NAMHARA – 72’ Vicem motor yacht. A regular
service customer at LM, this year’s projects focused
VOLARE – The new owners purchased her over the
• Efficiency: Keeping the hours reasonable.
on painting, minimizing vibration in the drive line,
summer and, Annie Lanigan, our broker/representa• Communications: Keeping the
and addressing some fittings and drains to prevent
tive in Newport, RI suggested we were the right yard
Customer
informed.
potential rot sources. This handsome cold molded
for the refit. Being experienced yacht owners, they
motor yacht is maintained to exceptionally high
recognized the value of LM’s proposal and quotes
• Pricing: Good estimation practices.
standards by very experienced yachtsmen who
for the proposed work. Over the course of the next
understand the importance of regular yard periods
six months LM Service will: replace the main
• Quality Control: Proper trials at the
and attention to details. Working with John Koopman
engine, generator, bow thruster, watermaker, HVAC
end of a project.
of Propulsion Data Services, LM Service identified
chiller, upgrade the hydraulics, black water, grey
the source of noticeable vibration in the drive line.
water, refrigeration, and add a stern thruster. This
Contact Ted Smith, Service Yard Mgr.
Our metal fabricators build and fit stainless struts and
yard period will focus on the boat’s mechanical
to discuss your project.
braces to support the turbos and engine exhaust runs.
systems. The owners intend to spend the summer
tsmith@lymanmor se.com
The engine mounts were replaced and the engine
season aboard cruising New England and return in
aligned to closer tolerances than ever on the boat.
late summer for a brief stint in the yard to focus on
paint and varnish before heading south to the West
SCEPTRE’D ISLE – Alden sloop 65’. A new carbon
Indies.
fiber rig from Offshore Spars was stepped, new teak
Storage Capacity
toe rail fit, new stainless bow pulpit was fabricated
and fit, new paint for the topsides, the shaft was
Also tucked into our inside storage and service sheds
pulled cutlass bearings replaced. ”You did what you
are another 80 plus boats in our care for the winter.
said you would, in the amount of time you said you
Up date as the spring comes along.
would, for less money than you said you would—
and evryone we dealt with was a joy to work with,”
said Pete Sweeney.The high quality of the refit work
to put the boat back into “Bristol fashion” contributed to her recent sale. LM delivered the value
her owner and captain were looking for and the yacht is now in the hands of
new owners who will enjoy her classic lines and seakindly manners.
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1) Medellin, Columbia. 2) Maladup san blas. 3) Glover's reef Belize. 4) CHEWINK off Bequia. 5) Cartagena. 6) Taxis on amazon. 7) Toucan in Guatemala jungle.
8) Columbian trader San blas. 9) Market in Leiticia.

Cabot’s Log: A guide to NW Car
After our three seasons in the NW Caribbean, the following information should be helpful for anyone planning a trip in that area.

PROVIDENCIA
nowing very little about this island (an overnight sail from Panama) it turned out
to be perhaps the jewel of the Caribbean, reminding us of Bequia in the sixties.
Off the Honduran coast, and belonging to Columbia, the inhabitants still speak the
same version of old English the Bequians used to.

K

• Moorings. Available in West End at times, but there are political pressures to
move the yachts out of here. This is a fun anchorage and many boats do not leave
for a whole season. The mayor may not like this semi permanent residence for
many or thinks it impacts the cruise ship business he is invested in.

• Facilities. None, a quiet town with a public dock at the public square.

• Anchorages. Guanaja has some good choices at el Bight or Graham's Place.
Roatan has many almost fjord like harbors. French Harbor is the center for the
cruisers with West End being where many stay. We like Port Royal. Utila has the
one harbor off the town. Be careful here, supposedly some of the restaurants tip
off the thieves when you are ashore for dinner.

• Anchorage. Good with plenty of room. Shallow as you move towards the bridge.
• Services. Not very much as most things have to be flown in from San Andres or
Columbia.
• Things to do. Baseball games, great beaches, plenty of funky restaurants, good
hiking and biking, plenty of reefs for diving and snorkeling.
BAY ISLANDS
These consist of Roatan, Guanaja and Utila. Great harbors, excellent diving, and
good supplies.
• Charts. Find a copy of the old CSY charts — they are the only ones and therefore
the best. Most boats have copies of the waypoints for all the harbors that are
useful.
• Services. A new large travelift is now in French Harbor. Plenty of hardware and
supplies, but the best shipyard is a beam reach over to La Ceiba — good travelift
and general yard.
• Facilities. Two marinas in French harbor and several around the island — both
are excellent places to leave the boat.
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GUANAJA
The first island you come to from Panama and the most windward; our favorite of
these three with an interesting main town (no cars or roads) and a beautiful windward side accessed through a canal by dinghy. Good place to wait for weather if
going East.
ROATAN
Large with plenty of anchorages. Check out the Garifuna villages and West End.
UTILA
Another interesting town and the cheapest diving in the world — you get what you
pay for here. A good stop on the way to and from the Rio.
RIO DULCE
This is a truly beautiful river that we never get tired of going up or down. We like
the Rio as a place to visit and leave the boat. The fresh water and no hurricanes
make it a good place for the long term.
• Clearing in. Arrive in Livingston in the morning to cross the bar into the Rio Dulce
before the wind picks up. We have easily seen 6 feet of depth just past low water,
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10) Golfete on the Rio Dulce. 11) Castillo San Felipe, Rio Chagres Panama. 12) Heidi and large Ficus. 13) Port Livingston, entrance to Rio Dulce.
14) Our favorite Bar, Glover's Reef Belize. 15) Kuna Children San Blas. 16) Belize sunset on the reef.

ribbean cruising secrets, safety and rum
but the guides all say 6-1/2’ at high water. We like Livingston, a Garifuna village,
and it is relatively easy to clear in here with Raoul, the agent, taking care of everything. Call him on 16 and he will organize everything. There are no roads to
anywhere from here — everything has to travel by water.

• Places to go. Antigua 45 minutes from Guatemala city is a must visit with its
100 language schools and great restaurants. Use Guatemala City for airport
connections to the buses — stay in Antigua if possible. Go to Zone 8 for hotels.
Aititlan is one of the many places to visit with a lot of tradition.

• Anchorages. Livingston is not a good overnight anchorage so move up the river to
anchor off Texan Bay or Gringo Bay. We stay on Casey Brooks dock for the season
and love this area still 12 miles form Fronteras where all the marinas are. Call
Casey at 011-502-5054-6596 or caseybrooks1@gmail.com He has all the info
you need on the Rio or the local website www.riodulcechisme.com/

BELIZE
Placencia is the place to base in — twenty miles from the reef and in reach of
many of the better anchorages and delightful Cays. It is only a day’s run from the
Rio with many places to explore in between. As you go North in Belize it gets
shallow, but Cay caulker can be worth a visit.

• Markets. Fronteras is the colorful main town and is one long street market. Everything is available and the veggies and fruit are plentiful. Go to the orphanage store
and buy your meats — as usual in this part of the world — pork and chicken are
the best bets.

• Anchorages. Glovers, Lighthouse, and Turneff atolls are what Belize is all about.
The barrier reef in Belize is the second longest after Australia. Keep away from
Belize city area as the cruise ships are a huge presence near the city and the reef.
• Diving. Best along the outer reef or inside further south with calmer weather in
the south.

• Mayan Ruins. This is what Guatemala is all about. Tikal is unbelievable (the
biggest) and there are many thousands of Mayan sites — most have not been
excavated yet. The Rio is an excellent place to explore many of them. The
pyramids of Tikal have to be seen.

• Services. Not much, but some help can be had in Placencia and Cucumber
Marina south of Belize City — 70 ton travel lift. Better in the Rio.

• Facilities/services. Ram Marine in Fronteras has a 70 ton travelift with great facilities. There are a surprising number of skilled people offering services in the Rio.
Inquire on the local VHF net for help. There is also a travelift across the river above
the town: Able Marine.

• Clearing in/out. Either at San Pedro or better yet in big Creek at Placencia. All
the offices are next to each other in Big Creek. Take your boat up this deep water
commercial channel and anchor west of the dock. There is a guard watching
your dinghies and a gate protecting the port area.

• Restaurants. Plenty of them around in a variety of places –the only travel is by
dinghy so most restaurants have a dock. Food is reasonable, but don’t expect
superb culinary delights.

• Daily Fees. There are daily fees and up front charges. Despite all the talk we
found clearing in and out was easy and the fees not very onerous. You will be
charged when in the park areas, but the wardens also keep the area quite safe
and are friendly and helpful.
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Mark your calendar!

3

4

11
Penobscot Bay
Rendezvous
A bigger success in its second year as we grew to 51
boats. Great parties at LM
and Wayfarer with some

5

6

equally fun racing. We had
an eclectic group of boats

12

from a red hot new Farr 40
to 40 year old PUFFIN, as
well as four J160’s in their
own class. The power boat
division perhaps had an
even better time visiting
great places and of course
having lunch at Nebo Lodge
in North Haven as we did
a lot of drifting that day.
Perfect weather in beautiful
Penobscot Bay and great
fireworks on Thursday night

7

in Thomaston. Right over

13

our heads.
1) Power boat division taking pictures and headed to Nebo lodge for

8) PUFFIN and GINGER fighting to the finish line. 9) Fireworks over-

lunch. 2) PUFFIN crew asking Heidi: Where are the brownies?

head at LM Thursday night. 10) Larry Turner (LT) with the yellow win-

3) Stanley Paris giving talk about beating Dodge Morgan’s record

ner’s shirt 2nd day. 11) They get younger every year. 12) Lyman

singlehanding non stop circumnavigation. 4) Pre-dinner snacks at LM

brothers racing Drew’s Cal 40. 13) Billy black showing the crowd how

party on Thursday. 5) Third generation Quincy Lyman ready to scrape

to dance at Wayfarer’s party.

bottoms. 6) Band playing at Wayfarer’s party on Saturday. 7) Dinner at
LM on Thursday.
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HAPPENINGS
Annie Lannigan joins LM with opening
of our Newport brokerage office.

Soon to be famous

COAL POT
REGATTA

News from our
brokerage office

T

wo boats appeared from
the Caribbean for the
Coal Pot Regatta and fired
up their coal pots for dinner.
A lot of fun and the cooks
were well respected for their
efforts. Cooking has come a
long way! By arriving from
the Caribbean with an authentic coal pot we provide
complimentary free dockage
and good drinks and lobster
dinner while catching up on
the winter’s antics in the
Caribbean.
Information at:
coalpotregatta@lymanmorse.com

Recent LM
Brokerage Sales

B

oats sold through our
staff this year include:
the elegant VOLARE, a 73’
Ron Holland/Sensation sloop,
TE MANA, an ocean-going
65’ Kanter/Paine cutter rigged
sloop, FINBACK, a LM/Hood
Seguin 49’, PELAGOS, (exRADIO WAVES) a 38’ LM/
Spencer Lincoln Down-East
motor yacht, and others.

D

Drew picks up the tab for the weekly team meeting working lunch.

Is there a future for family run yards?

You betcha!

B

eing the smartest and best looking of Cabot and Heidi’s three sons, it was no surprise they
chose me as the one to join the family business. With my University of Vermont degree in
quantum physics and years of circumnavigation experience under my belt by the time I was
ten, I felt qualified to join the LM team. So, in 2005 I started working at the yard scraping
bottoms for minimum wage. Now, seven years later, I have a beautiful wife and baby girl and
Dad says it’s time to take me off minimum wage on the condition that I keep working 12 hours
a day and am happy with my annual one week non-paid vacation. Working in a family
business is something else.
Dad tells me that many of the family run yards he has known over the last 55 years have
been disappearing at an alarming rate. Much like what’s happening to family run farms, family
run yards are being lost for similar reasons. The list of family owned yards lost is significant,
but what is clear to me is that to be competitive and successful going forward, family run yards
like ours will have to continue heavy investment in infrastructure, technology, machinery, and
skilled workers if they hope to hold on to the culture and magic of this industry for future
generations. It is the Maine family run boatbuilding culture with its great customers, dedicated
and hard working work force, and life-long personal relationships that keep us going. But,
above all, its the emotional bond with boats we love—they live, breath, dress up nicely, get
us home safely, and look gorgeous. At LM the second generation is already involved in the
business and the third generation is in training—toilet training that is.
(Editors note: This article has not been fact checked.)
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VOLARE 73’

TE MANA 65’

PELAGOS 38’

FINBACK 49’

ay Paris designed
and built this
boat for 30 years
with many of the
Maine yards contributing to the
building over the
years. Greene Marine, Chapin Boatshop, Paris West
Boatshed, Brooklin boatyard, and
Ly m a n - M o r s e .
Here at LM we
were delighted to be chosen
to make the final push to
finish this extraordinary project. We launched her in he
summer of 2012. A maxitrailer sailor with enough fine
details designed by Jay to
please the most discriminating eye. Built of wood with
many innovations:

• Narrow easily
driven hull sea
kindly, directionally stable and
tolerant of overloading.
• Innovative low
windage fractional rig with
permanently bent
carbon mast
having unstayed
upper panel,
sweptback
diamond shrouds
and single lowers.
• Speed over 5.5 knots with
10hp diesel.
• Narrow beam; relatively
high, long narrow house,
and low VCG yield outstanding self righting
capability.

PETREL
Boat of the coast
• Maxi-trailer sailer suitable
for coastal cruising and
offshore passages.
• Modern interpretation of
traditional keel/centerboard.
• Useful volume of contemporary 28’-30’ boats albeit
8’-0” beam and shoal
draft (2.75’/5.5’)

espite our Newport
office only having
been opened for a few days,
we managed an effective
presence at the Newport
Brokerage Show. LymanMorse was well represented
with many of our fleet on
display. WINDWALKER II,
an exquisite 60’ Hood
design, and TRANSITION, a
GrandBanks/LM 57’ were
some of the best in show.
TRANSITION actually sold
as a result of the show. TE
MANA, a custom Kanter/
Chuck Paine 65, displayed
under the LM banner, drew
much attention and brought
heavy traffic to the LM staff.
With years of experience,
sailing and studying yachts
that would be defined as
“the upper end” of yacht
design and building, Annie
Lannigan and Scott Layton
can represent you in the sale
of your yacht with integrity
and focus. Boat shows,
direct mailings, private venues, print advertising, and
the Lyman-Morse reputation
for comprehensive understanding of proper boat
design and construction help
us facilitate sales, even in
this challenging economic
environment. Please contact
us if you are thinking of
selling your boat or are interested in the purchase of a
proven yacht.
(See listings and contact
information on back cover.)

Lyman-Morse is a member
of the professional
Yacht Brokers Association
of America.
Annie is a fully licensed
broker by the state of
Florida.
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LYMAN -M ORSE N EWPORT YACHT B ROKERAGE
Annie Lannigan, Broker

1 Washington St., Newport, RI • 401.619.5350
(For a complete and up to date listing of all our offerings visit – www.lymanmorsenewport.com)

NEW
LM/70

Scott Layton, Broker

$4.0M

Once in a lifetime
opportunity to own
a Deerfoot
designed, LymanMorse custom built
world cruiser.

$1.9M

T

his is an exceptional bargain for a discriminating owner. Normally a 70 footer of this caliber would be similar to the Oysters, Swans, etc. finishing out at close to
$4 Million. However, due to owner bankruptcy we are now in the position to offer a finished Deerfoot design for less than half the original price. This is a big 70 footer
and with a stern extension for a swim platform, the boat will be close to 75'. She has a good crew quarters and four very good cabins for guests. This boat will be an exceptional
charter boat when not in use by the owner with its five cabins. The boat is 50% completed, but a new owners finishing touches are welcome.
• Sailing Ability. This is a boat designed for high latitude sailing as well as comfortable
Mediterranean Cruising — good solid handling characteristics for a family or with
crew.
• Fit and Finish. The present trend is the use of mahogany and walnut with the
forward cabins having varnished wood trim and the aft master cabin fully varnished
mahogany. The overall finish and quality is and will have LM's fine attention to
detail. Lance Buchanan is the project manager further insuring exceptional quality
and cost management.

• Aesthetics. The boat was designed around a European motif with a hard dodger
and large cockpit. LM can easily make changes to the stern and hard dodger to give
a very different appearance. With a custom paint scheme the boat can reflect both
elegance and relate to a particular owner.
• Practicality. The systems are yet to be installed, but the objective is to engineer
plumbing and electrical that meet the owner’s priority of ease of use and simplicity
no matter where the boat is. The boat will come with the proper isolater in order to
tie into any type of shore power around the world.

DISCOVERY (ex-MAGPIE) – 74’ 2004 LM/ Ward Setzer
Ply the blue waters at a comfortable and impressive 28kts. Four staterooms with exquisite detailing. All with a draft of less than 5’, great
for cruising the Bahamas and other shallow areas.This yacht
represents a perfect balance between classic beauty and contemporary function. Whether looking for a exceptionally good looking boat
or wanting a high performance cruiser, DISCOVERY is worth some
careful consideration. A stunning example of the wood working
talents of the Lyman-Morse team. $ 2,400,000

ACADIA – 84’ 2003 LM/Setzer.
ACADIA is a work of art. This Lyman-Morse built, Setzer designed
power boat has proven to be the very top end of luxury yachts on
the market. Her quality craftsmanship and superior performance are
unmatched. $3,300,000

AUJOURD’HUI – 42’ 2007 LM/Fitzgerald-Paine
Launched spring of 2007, hull #3 of our fantastic jetboat series from
the design boards of Chuck Paine/Mark Fitzgerald. Her full
mahogany interior is showcased with an etched glass main bulkhead. She is powered by twin Cummins 425 engines coupled
through CV joints to a set of Hamilton 292 jets. Her hardtop with
wooden mast gives her a truly classic look and feel. $695,000

CRUCERO – 39’ 1999 LM/Spencer Lincoln. CRUCERO has been
maintained and upgraded by some of the best craftsmen in the
yachting world. In 2008/2009, she underwent a refit at the LymanMorse boat yard in Maine, with her upgrading continuing through
2012. Clean throughout, CRUCERO shows like virtually new. With
an inordinate amount of storage, and best gear she lacks nothing.
Her classic "down-east" styling and gleaming surfaces make her a
conversation piece at anchorages everywhere.Trades considered.
Owner would like to go back to SAIL. Asking $420,000

VELA – 48’ 2008 Chuck Paine.
Purpose-built out of aluminum to certified CE standards, VELA offers
a sensible approach to long distance cruising. Easily driven with
proven underbody and large sail inventory. Solar panels, and wind
vane provide power and features self steering which requires no
electrical draw. VELA carries a big tender on chocks built into the
aft deck which is easily deployed and stowed. A proven cruiser-ready
to take you far and wide. $695,000

PUFFIN – 47’-5” 1969 Walsted
PUFFIN was designed as a race boat and has a large inventory of
sails, eight single berths, efficient galley, two heads, and two
companionways. Built by Aage Walsted of Denmark, she has only
had three owners, and was extensively raced in the Alantic and
Caribbean with several trans-Alantic races and some European
races. Extensive refit 2010 including: topsides faired and finished
with Awlgrip and new carbon mast and pole with rod rigging.
$230,000

SURELY CURLY – 28’ 2004 Alerion Express
This new trend to elegant daysailers was pioneered by the
notable beauty of this Carl Schumacher design, which sailors
instinctively pause to admire. Quality produced by Pearson
Composites’ SCRIMP system, the Alerion 28 also delivers outstanding performance under sail, and is specifically designed to be easily
single handed. $78,000

LYRA – 48’ 1986 LM/Craig Walters
LYRA is a cruiser/racer designed by Craig Walters built by LM in
1986. LYRA has been kept in immaculate condition with many
updates. She was designed to include many of the owner's suggestions from his many years of cruising and racing. LYRA sails very
well and is a competitive offshore racer as well as a comfortable
and fast cruiser. Built to the highest standards, she is safe and
comfortable to take anywhere in the world. $349,000

AMELIA: 63’ 2002 LM/Ted Fontaine. Custom Keel/CB. Amelia has
proven her abilities to cruise extreme latitudes, both warm and cold.
She also shows her ability to race in popular venues, such as the
Newport to Bermuda race early in her career. Her center cockpit offers good visibility and a dry passage. Accommodations include a
generous master cabin aft and two double cabins forward, all with
private head and shower. Below deck the woodwork is elegant, with
classic Herreshoff style gloss white bulkheads, high gloss varnished
mahogany joinery, and teak and holly soles. AMELIA has both a
roomy pilothouse and a lovely open main salon. Opening ports in
the cabin trunk as well as fixed hull ports provide a view to the out- Consider listing your boat with us today. We actively promote our
side seated or standing. Always captain maintained and stored inside listings in leading print and electronic publications and work with
at Lyman-Morse. $1,800,000
active buyers daily.

WINDWALKER II – 60’, 1999 LM/Ted Hood. The talented craftsmen
of the Lyman-Morse Boat Building in Thomaston, Maine, combined
traditional wordworking skills with modern composite construction
techniques to create the magnificent sailing yacht WINDWALKER
II. Her beautiful profile and exquisite joinery details have all been
maintained "like new," will impress anyone. This handsome shoal
draft centerboard design by Ted Hood is easily driven in light winds
and is sea-kindly offshore. The incredible equipment list allows for
safe offshore sailing and comfortable extended cruising. Without a
doubt, the combination of Lyman-Morse’s fine Maine craftsmanship
and Ted Hood’s proven design performance make WINDWALKER
the finest yacht in this size range. $1,150,000
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